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Introduction
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• HL-Luminosity LHC starts operations in ~2027, to reach a peak instantaneous 
luminosity of 7 × 1034 cm-2 s-1, corresponding to ~200 proton-proton collisions per 
bunch crossing

• Each collision produces about 10,000 particles
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end-cap section with rings, both within an Inner Support Tube (IST) to make it replaceable. The left side of
Figure 2 shows the ITk Layout in an R � z view of the active components. An important feature of the ring
design of the inclined and end-cap sections of the Pixel Detector is that each ring can be placed individually.
Positioning adjacent rings closely to each other results in multiple hits per track in a given layer. The ITk
Layout has been optimised to reduce the CPU time for track reconstruction, placing multiple hits per pixel
layer where needed to keep the number of hits on tracks above the minimal threshold as a function of ⌘ and
to avoid large extrapolation gaps between hits. The right side of Figure 2 shows the number of hits as a
function of ⌘ for the ITk Layout for primary tracks coming from the interaction region.

Figure 2: Left: A schematic layout of the “ITk Layout” with a five layer Pixel Detector (red) surrounded by the Strip
Detector (blue). Only the positions of the active sensors are shown. Right: The total number of pixel and strip hits
per track as a function of ⌘. Both plots are from Reference [2].

The simulation and performance studies for the upgrade Technical Design Reports were carried out using
the Run-2 o�ine software. The tracking software developed for the current experiment was adapted to the
ITk Layout and to the HL-LHC levels of pile-up in order to carry out detailed full simulation studies with
Geant4 [5]. The starting point of the study presented in this note is the default reconstruction software used
in Reference [2]. All Monte Carlo simulation samples used in this note are using pixel sensors with a pixel
size of 50 ⇥ 50 µm2.

The default ITk reconstruction chain starts with the decoding of the raw data information. For the ITk Strip
Detector the readout chip will transmit already clustered hits that need to be converted into C++ objects in
the Strip Cluster Finding algorithm. The Pixel Detector will produce a readout format that compresses the
hit information. The Pixel Cluster Finding algorithm carries out a 2D connected component analysis to
find clusters of hits and applies an analogue calibration [1] to determine the cluster position. The role of
the Space Point Finding algorithm is also di�erent for the Pixel Detector and for the Strip Detector. For the
Pixel Detector it is merely a change in C++ object type, providing a copy of the pixel cluster information.
For the Strip Detector the Space Point Finding algorithm combines hits from both sides of a barrel stave or
an end-cap petal, exploiting the small stereo angle to construct a 2D measurement. For the ITk constructing
such hit combinations is complicated by the large distance between the strip modules on both sides of a
stave or petal.

The task of the Silicon Tracking Finding algorithm is to reconstruct track candidates from the measured
pixel and strip clusters. The pattern recognition starts from combinations (seeds) of either three pixel
or strip space points. For each seed a search road is defined that contains the detector modules with all
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• The ATLK Inner Tracker will record ~150,000 hits for each event. 

• For doublet graph, 150,000 nodes and 135,000 true edges. Assuming the fake rate of 
input doublets is 10%, the doublet graph would have 150,000 nodes and 1,350,000 edges.
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Tensor Processing Units
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• Why not GPUs?
Limit amount of high bandwidth memory (HBM). NVIDIA V100 GPU has 32 GB 
HBM
Need to split the whole graph into small segments and feed each segment to 
GPU

• Why TPUs?
primarily because of its large HBM, which can reach 32 TB
specially designed for the matrix operations, particularly the matrix 
multiplications, which happens a lot in the bit graph
one can run TensorFlow and Pytorch (via pytorch/xla)
drawbacks:

• does not support all TensorFlow operations
• does not support double-precision arithmetic

https://pytorch.org/xla/
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Cloud TPU offering
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$4.5/hour

$384/hour

$8.0/hour

contact sales

Colab and Kaggle provides limited but free access to TPU, good places for debugging.

https://colab.research.google.com/notebooks/tpu.ipynb
https://www.kaggle.com/docs/tpu
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Migrating to cloud TPU
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• batch size that are multiples of 8, because a single could TPU consists of 8 
TPU cores

• fixed shapes, so dynamic graphs are not supported
padding graph is added for each doublet graph so that the number of 
nodes and edges are constant values

• matrix dimension of 128, because the structure of the matrix unit hardware is 
a 128x128 systolic array

Systolic array: hard-wired processing units for specific operations

• training data in the cloud at the same zone
before training, upload the data to google cloud storage that sits in the 
same zone as the cloud TPU

To reach best performance, TPU prefers 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systolic_array
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Using cloud TPU
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USER

create VM VM

create TPU TPUsupload data 
to cloud storage Storage

• Install python packages and scripts,

• In the training code:
create the TPUStrategy to use the TPUs
point TFRecord the cloud storage directory 
for training inputs
perform the training

• Just made the GNN model run on TPU with some caveats to resolve
remove the padding graph from the loss calculations
find a workaround to replace the weighted log_loss

• Next step is to figure out which TPU type we need so that we could use one graph 
for one event in the training


